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Hey There!

My name is Alex and I’m the founder of Nami Audio.
I’d like to thank you for purchasing this library. Your interest in my work really means a 
lot to me.

When it comes to inspiration, you never know when it’s going to come. So, you need to 
be able to play almost as soon as the ideas flow in your head.

This is why with Nami Audio, I believe that simple yet effective interfaces never stand 
on your way making them perfect companions to your composition tools. 
Whether you’re starting in music and don’t know a lot yet or you are a professional in 
search of immediacy, Midnight Warps will help you create your own sounds quickly 
and get inspiration easily.

I hope you will enjoy playing your new instrument as much as I enjoyed developing it. 

 Thank you so much for downloading this library.
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About the library
Midnight Warps is the evolution of Midnight Upright, a library from the Explore range.

It is a felted upright piano full of character and imperfections that was recorded with 
a pair of small condenser microphones at ear level for a nice stereo imaging and a 
feeling of being at the player position.
A blanket has been placed between the strings and the hammers to create a felt like 
sound. The result are attacks with lots of noises and bite and soft sustains that won’t 
overwelm busy compositions.

The magic in this library lives in the two other layers that can be added on top of the 
piano sound or used on their own :

• Space including 5 patches of the piano sent into different reverbs or time based 
effect units for adding dimension to the instrument or to get new sound possibilities 
and unique reverbs.

• Machine letting you choose between 13 patches of the piano mangled with a 
wide range of peripherals, software processing and unusual recording technique. 
They can be used on their own as synth patches or blended with the other layers to 
get interesting textures in the background or to go completely experimental.

Midnight Warps also comes with a nice curation of effects and advanced 
parameters for maximum control over the instrument and to go even deeper in sound 
designs.
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Setting up the library
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File Structure
By opening the library main folder, these are the files you get :

• Instruments : This folder gives you access to every instrument and preset for the 
library. It consists of :

• Resources : This folder contains everything that is needed for the library to work 
properly (scripts, interface assets etc.).

• Samples : This is the folder containing  every the sample used by the library.

• User Manual : You are reading it!

Note : Do not move or or delete any the files listed previously. If you want to 
place your library somewhere else on your computer or on a external drive, it is 
recommend to do it with the entire library folder. Otherwise, the library could have trouble 
accessing some of its content. 

• Midnight Warps.nki : This is the main instrument. Its interface is explained in 
full details in this manual.

• Individual Instruments :  This folder gives you access to all of the main 
instrument’s patches as indivual ones.

• Presets : This folder contains every snapshot/preset associated with  
the main instruments. To properly view and use them, see Snapshot page.
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Loading
Once downloaded, the whole library folder can be placed anywhere on your  
computer or on a external drive as explained previously.

To load an instrument on Kontakt, follow one of precedure described below :

• Double click on the corresponding .nki file.
• Drag and drop the .nki file in the Kontakt rack.
• Use the Files tab in the left corner to browse through your computer or disks 

and double click on the .nki file or drag it in the Kontakt rack.
• Use the Quick-Load function. To access it, press cmd+F on Mac or Ctrl+F on 

Windows on your keyboard. A new window is then displayed at the bottom of 
the Kontakt interface. You can now drag and and drop inside library files or 
complete folders to find them quicker next time you open Kontakt.

• If you are using Kontakt 7, you can add the library on the new browser window. 
To do so, click on the cogwheel at the bottom left of the interface then select 
Add. Once done, you’ll be able to browse through your computer or disks and 
select the library folder. Finally, click on Open to import the library. It will be 
then possible to browse through its content like any other Kontakt library.
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• Once the library is loaded, go in the Kontakt Instrument Options Snapshot Tab 
by clicking on the top left spanner in the Kontakt header.

• Click on Instruments Options.
• Select Snapshots in the left part of the window and click on Show (see Image 

1 in next page).
• A new window will pop asking you to create a Snapshot user location. Click on 

Yes to create one.
• Copy and paste all .nksn files contained in the library Presets folder in this newly 

created location.

Snapshots
Snapshots are a way of saving any processing related information associated with 
an Instrument, without the need to save the whole instrument. In other words, they 
are Instrument’s presets.

If this the first time you are using the library, follow the steps bellow to properly save 
or load sansphots :

Once done, you’ll be able to load all already made snapshots/presets and save new 
ones by using the Snapshot tab in the Kontakt header symbolyzed by a little camera 
icon (see Image 2 in next page).
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Image 1

Image 2
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Interface
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Quick overview
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The user interface is divided into 2 sections : 

• 1. Layers section. Its main view displays for each layer a volume slider, an on/off 
switch and a label that can be clicked for accessing all other layer parameters.

• 2. Effects section. It gives you control over 5 different modules (Filter, Color, Comp, 
Delay and Reverb). Its main view displays the main parameter for each module and 
a label that can be clicked for accessing all its other parameters.

Between these two sections are two switches for toggling between the different views 
on the top half of the interface :
• 3. Main view / Layer views
• 4. Advanced controls view
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Main view

This view consists of a simple mixer for blending the three layers together. It has for 
each layer : 
• 1. Volume slider : Adjusts the the layer volume.
• 2. Switch : Activates or deactivates the layer.
• 3. Label : Accesses all remaining layer parameters (see Layers view).

Whatever the view you are in on the top half of the interface, two other sliders are 
available :
• 4. Mod : Mapped by default to the mod wheel (CC1), this slider can be assigned to 

various parameters of the interface (see Advanced controls).
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• 5. Out : Sets by default the instrument’s output level. When clicking on its 
label, a menu is displayed letting you activate or deactivate a master limiter. 
When the limiter is activated, a small line is visible under the OUT label. 
This slider can also act as a send return level when the instrument is set to Multi 
output (see Advanced controls).
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This view gives you control over all of the Upright layer’s parameters.

• 1. Mixer for balancing the different layer samples.

Note : These three parameters also affect the balance for the Space layer’s samples.

Upright layer

• Note : Sets the main samples level.
• RT : Sets the release triggers level.
• Pedal : Sets the pedal noises level.
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• 2. Clicking on the label displays a menu letting you choose between two types of 
tuning modes :

• 3. Pan : Sets the layer’s in the stereo field. Default value is C for center.
•  4. Volume : Adjusts the layer’s volume.
• 5. Width : Sets the layer’s stereo width. Values under 100% reduce the stereo width 

and values over 100% enhance it. Set to 100% for the default width. 
• 6. Lowcut : Activates or deactivates a low cut filter on the  layer set at 120Hz.
• 7. Highcut : Activates or deactivates a low high filter on the layer set at 16kHz.

• Tune : Sets the layer’s tuning in semitones. This mode stretches the samples up 
when the value are positive and down when negative. Set at 0st for the default 
tuning.

• Transpose : Transposes the layer’s MIDI notes instead of stretching the samples.
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Space layer

This view gives you control over all of the Space layer’s parameters.

• 1. Envelope for shaping the volume over time.

• A : This is the attack phase. It begins the moment a key is pressed and 
determines how quickly a sound reaches full volume before entering the decay 
phase. 

• D : This is the decay phase. It determines the length of the drop from the peak 
level to the sustain level.
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• S : This is the sustain phase. It sets the volume of hold time between the decay 
and release phases. 

• R : This is the release. It determines the speed at which the sound ends from the 
moment you release the key. 

• 3. Pan : Sets the layer in the stereo field.
• 4. Volume : Adjusts the layer’s volume.
• 5. Sound : This menu lets you select the sound to activate for the layer. 

On each side of the control is displayed a button letting you quickly toggle between 
the different patches.

Note : When the layer is desactivated, adjusting its volume or selecting a sound will 
reactivate it. Make sure not to have any automation on the volume if you you want to keep 
the layer off during the playback of your track.

• 2. Clicking on the label displays a menu letting you choose between two types of 
tuning modes :

• Tune : Sets the layer’s tuning in semitones. This mode stretches the samples up 
when the value are positive and down when negative. Set at 0st for the default 
tuning.

• Transpose : Transposes the layer’s MIDI notes instead of stretching the samples.
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Machine layer

This view gives you control over all of the Machine layer’s parameters.

• 1. Envelope for shaping the volume over time.

• A : This is the attack phase. It begins the moment a key is pressed and 
determines how quickly a sound reaches full volume before entering the decay 
phase. 

• D : This is the decay phase. It determines the length of the drop from the peak 
level to the sustain level.
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• S : This is the sustain phase. It sets the volume of hold time between the decay 
and release phases. 

• R : This is the release. It determines the speed at which the sound ends from the 
moment you release the key. 

• 3. Pan : Sets the layer in the stereo field.
• 4. Volume : Adjusts the layer’s volume.
• 5. Sound : This menu lets you select the sound to activate for the layer. 

On each side of the control is displayed a button letting you quickly toggle between 
the different patches.

Note : When the layer is desactivated, adjusting its volume or selecting a sound will 
reactivate it. Make sure not to have any automation on the volume if you you want to keep 
the layer off during the playback of your track.

• 2. Clicking on the label displays a menu letting you choose between two types of 
tuning modes :

• Tune : Sets the layer’s tuning in semitones. This mode stretches the samples up 
when the value are positive and down when negative. Set at 0st for the default 
tuning.

• Transpose : Transposes the layer’s MIDI notes instead of stretching the samples.
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Layers access

When a layer view is displayed, new buttons are available letting you quickly access 
the different views.

Note : To know what layer you are viewing, you can refer to the layer name displayed next 
to the library name on the top left of the interface.

• 1. Quits layer view and goes back to the main view.
• 2. Accesses previous layer.
• 3. Accesses next layer.
• 4. Quits layer view and goes back to the main view.
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Effects view

This view displays and lets you adjust the main parameter for each effect module :

• 1. Filter : Sets the filter’s cutoff frequency.
• 2. Color : Sets the drive amount.
• 3. Comp : Sets the compression Mix level.
• 4. Delay : Sets the delay send amount.
• 5. Reverb : Sets the reverb send amount.

Clicking on an effect label brings you to its advanced view displaying all its remaining 
parameters.
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Filter

This module gives you access to a multimode filter. It is specially useful for synthesizer 
patches but can be very interesting as well on other sounds for experimental patches 
or simply to remove unwanted frequencies.  It can be adjusted with four controls :

1. Mode : Sets the Filter mode :

• Off : Bypasses the whole filter module.
• LP : Low Pass filter allowing frequencies below the Cutoff. Frequencies above 

are blocked. 
• BP : Band Pass filter allowing frequencies around the Cutoff and blocks the 

ones above and below it. 
• HP : High Pass filter allowing frequencies above the Cutoff. Frequencies below 

are blocked. 

• 2. Cutoff : Sets the frequency at which the filter starts cutting frequencies.
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• 3. Resonance : Boosts the frequencies right around the cutoff frequency. 
• 4. Vel Amount : Lets you define how much of the velocity is modulating the filter’s 

cutoff frequency. This parameter is bipolar meaning you can either set a negative 
or positive value. When the value is set to a positive value, the cutoff increases as 
the velocity does too. When the value is set to a negative value, the cutoff decreases 
as the velocity is increasing.
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Color

This module adds character with both a drive section and two tape effects controls.

• 1. Type : Sets the Drive type : 

• Off : Bypasses the whole Color module.
• Classic : Simple saturation algorithm. 
• Tape : Emulates the soft compression and distortion of recording to tape. 

It can be used lightly for adding warmth and color to the sound, or heavily to 
add aggressive distortion.

• Tube : Creates distortion by simulating the behavior of overloaded tube 
circuits, adding artificial harmonics to the sound. 

• Pedal : Simulates the distortion of guitar pedals. 
• Lofi : Creates a lofi sound by lowering the bit rate and sample rate.

• 2. Drive : Adjusts the selected Drive type amount.
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• 3. Wow : This control replicates the tape slow pitch fluctuations. It sets the amount 
of a LFO modulating the overall instrument’s pitch. As you raise its value, the LFO 
rate is also slightly increased. 

• 4. Flutter : This control replicates the faster pitch changes and dropouts. It sets the 
amount of an other LFO modulating the instrument’s pitch and also its rate. Small 
values results in a subtle effect and higher are more noticeable and occurs more 
often. 
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Comp

This module consists of a four controls compressor. 

• 1. Ratio : Adjusts the gain reduction ratio.
• 2. Attack : Sets the compression attack time.
• 3. Release : Sets the compression release time.
• 4. Amount : Sets the compression amount. The higher the value, the more gain is 

sent into the compressor.

Note : By clicking on the Amount label, a menu is displayed letting you activate or 
deactivate the whole Comp module.
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Delay

This module gives you access to a multimode Delay. It consists of four controls :

1. Type : Lets you select the desired delay type unit.

• Off : Bypasses the whole Delay module.
• Modern : This is the cleanest delay of the five. It is completely transparent and 

with no saturation or modulation. When changing the delay time, pitch stays 
constant. 

• Analogue : Emulates the characteristics of some classic analog delay units. 
It adds subtle saturation and some pitch modulation to the feedbacks. While 
adjusting the delay time, pitch doesn’t stay constant. 

• Tape : Reproduces the sound of tape delay units. It adds saturation, pitch 
fluctuations and has a high cut in the feedbacks for a darker sound. While ad-
justing the delay time, pitch doesn’t stay constant. 
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• Vintage : Emulates the sound of early digital delay units. Like the previous two 
delay type, it adds saturation and pitch modulation to the feedback. With a 
limited sample memory size, increasing the delay time value causes the sam-
pling rate to decrease, introducing audio artefacts. While adjusting the delay 
time, pitch doesn’t stay constant. 

• Diffusion : Recommended for its huge and diffusion-based reverb sound, this 
delay is the most experimental one of the five and makes it ideal for ambient 
music or sound design. 

• 2. Time : Sets the delay rate. It can be set freely or can be synced to the BPM by 
clicking on the Time label revealing a menu letting you chose the desired value. 

• 3. Feedback : Adjusts the delay feedback amount. Depending on the delay type, it 
can self oscillate at high values. 

• 4. Amount : Sets the delay effect send amount. 
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Reverb

This module gives you access to a multimode Reverb. It consists of four controls :

1. Type : Lets you select the desired reverb type unit.

• Off : Bypasses the whole Reverb module.
• Room : Generates a natural reverb with strong initial reflections and a qui-

ck decay. You can use this to simulate the natural sound of a small acoustic 
space. 

• Plate : Emulates a plate reverb unit. The echo density is higher and more 
evenly distributed than in a three-dimensional space. It is a good choice if you 
want to brighten a sound source. It has a smooth reverb tail, allowing you to 
lengthen a sound without pushing it back in the mix. 

• Hall : Emulates the immensity of a large hall space, with a warm and rich 
sounding reverb. This can be used to replicate a vast, natural space. The large 
reverberation and long decay time makes it a great tool to experiment with on 
a variety of sounds.
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• Shimmer : Delay unit recommended for its huge and diffusion-based reverb 
sound.

• 2. Pre Delay : Introduces a short amount of delay before the reverb takes effect. 
• 3. Decay Time : Sets the reverb duration. 
• 4. Amount : Sets the reverb effect send amount. 
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Advanced controls

This view gives you access to less frequently used parameters. It includes pitch controls, 
a simple three band equalizer and some more advanced ones.

• 1. Clicking on the label displays a menu letting you choose between two types of 
tuning modes :

• Tune : Pitches the whole instrument’s samples in semitones by stretching up or 
down all samples. This control works in conjuction with the layers Tune. As an 
example, having a layer set at -12st and this control at +12st will result in the 
layer not being strecthed.
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• 2. Fine : Sets the overall instrument’s fine tuning in cents. The control goes from 
-50ct to +50ct. Default is 0ct. 

• 3. Pitchbend : Sets the pitchbend wheel range modulating the overall instrument’s 
tuning. The displayed value correspond to both the negative and positive 
maximum values. 

• 4. Three band equalizer with Low, Mid and High frequencies. These three controls 
goes from -8dB to +8dB.

• 5. Tightness : Offsets the sample start value on every sample of the instrument. 
Negative values goes before the default sample start giving more realism to the 
sound but making the instrument less responsive. Positive values goes after the 
sample start removing realism to the sound but making the instrument more 
responsive. For the default sample start, set the control at 0%.

• 6. Velocity curve : Adjusts your MIDI controller’s keyboard velocity response. 
Negative values results in accessing more often low velocity values making it 
harder to play high ones. Conversely, positive values results in accessing more 
often high velocity values making it harder to play low ones. For a default response, 
set this control at 0%.

• Offset : Stretches the whole instrument’s samples down or up while 
transposing the MIDI notes in the opposite way. In other word, this mode 
allows you to change the samples character without affecting the tuning on 
your keyboard or the ones set for each layer.
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• 8. Output Mode : This menu lets you toggle between two different output mode :

Note : Be careful not to automate a control if it is assigned to Mod and that Mod or its 
MDI CC also has an automation line. This can create data feedbacks causing Kontakt 
to crash. What is recommend is to modulate one of them only. 

• 7.  Mod assign : Lets you select what control is assigned to the Mod slider. 
This means whenever you adjust the Mod slider, the selected control will also be set 
at the same value. By default , Mod is assigned to MIDI CC1 so in other word, by 
selecting a control in the menu will allow you  to control it using your mod wheel. 
Of course, you can change the MIDI CC at any time to better suit your workflow 
(see MIDI page). 

• Stereo : Outputs the whole instrument in one stereo bus.
• Multi : Outputs each layer in its individual bus. In this case, the OUT slider 

becomes SENDS and sets the Delay and Reverb output levels.

Note : When selecting Multi, the EQ section is no longer effective in order to fully 
treat the layers frequencies with your favorite EQ plugin on your DAW.
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MIDI and
automations
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Almost every control in the library can be assigned to a MIDI control change and/or 
automated. 
To assign a MIDI CC to one of them, simply right click on it and select 
Learn MIDI CC # Automation. Then move your desired control on your MIDI controller 
to finalize the assignment. 
To remove the assignment, right click on it and select Remove MIDI CC # Automation. 

By default, the Mod slider is already assigned to the mod wheel (MIDI CC1). 
This can be easily changed or removed by doing what is explained above. 
Without mapping controls via MIDI, they can still be automated in your digital audio 
workstation like any other virtual instrument or effect plugin.
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Have fun playing with 
your new library !





namiaudio.com


